CELEBRATING CONSTRUCTION COMMENCEMENT!
Since 1997, Asia Standard operated the Empire Landmark Hotel, renowned for its
signature Cloud 9 revolving restaurant, which showcased stunning panoramic views
of Coal Harbour, Stanley Park and English Bay. Twenty-two years later, the Senior
Executives of Asia Standard, who were raised and educated in Vancouver and have a
deep affinity for the city, saw an exciting opportunity to redevelop this iconic site.
Landmark on Robson was created from their love for the city and their vision to
expand and continue their family legacy in Downtown Vancouver.

After two years of extensive activity on site, the 42 stories of the Empire Landmark
Hotel were meticulously dismantled floor by floor, marking the completion of the tallest
demolition in Canada and 19th tallest demolition in the world.
At a cost of over $12 million, it was Asia Standard’s mandate that extra time and
effort be dedicated to ensure the demolition process was as safe and undisruptive as
possible to the neighbouring residents and community.

From left to right – Doug McFarlane (President & CEO , ITC Construction Group), Mark Thompson (Partner, MCMP), Andy Tam
(VP, Development, Asia Standard Americas) , Pedro Ho (Director, Construction, Asia Standard Americas)

To commemorate this milestone
achievement, the team of over 50 people
whom been working on the project for years
gathered at the Ground-Breaking event on
September 26, 2019, to celebrate the
beginning of construction. The team is led
by Asia Standard Americas (the developer),
Musson Cattell Mackey Partnership
(Architect of Record) and ITC Construction
Group (General Contractor for this project).

Construction is moving full speed ahead! Contact our sales team at 604.644.7711 to
learn more about the exclusive offering at Landmark on Robson, the landmark that
elevates Vancouver to the highest international opulence.
Warm Regards,
Landmark on Robson Team
landmarkonrobson.com
604.644.7711

asiastandardamericas.com
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